Revolution Stone is your vision, uncompromised. Our state-of-the-art facility is where we bring in raw quarry stone and transform it to your exact specifications. Whether matching historic structural or decorative stonework, or bringing to life the most intricately drafted design element for your new construction, Revolution Stone has the technology to realize this vision.

The Square & Rec pattern gives a structured look to a project. These stones are manufactured and shipped in a roughly square and rectangular shape. This gives the mason the ability to create straight edges for a clean look that can be repeated in a random pattern.

Materials:
- Black Bear
- Colonial Tan
- Continental
- Cromwell
- Eastern Blend
- Independence
- Knox
- North Creek
- Port Blend
- Putnam
- Salem Dark
- Susquehanna
- Taconic Blend
- Tower Hill
- Valley Forge
- Yorktown

Specifications:
- Thickness: 1”± to 1⅛”±
- Heights: 3”–16”
- Lengths: 4”–16”
- Coverage per Pallet (Avg): 100 sq. ft. per pallet
- Packed Weight: 1,300 lb
- Approx. lbs per sq. ft.: 11–13 lbs
Our Ashlar pattern thin stone shows a more linear look of the installed pattern. The stone is cut showing the inside grain of the stone conveying a more variegated color and texture contrast. The overall ashlar shape allows for straight clean linear lines displaying a more contemporary look.
When considering a mosaic pattern, it’s important to understand that the pieces of stone you receive will range in size and shape. Since no two stones will be the same, your project will have a unique pattern nearly impossible to duplicate.
The Ledge shape is often used for a rough, rugged look. Its short profile that is installed in a linear fashion is more of a broken pattern unlocking a unique characteristic of color and texture. It is a great stone to use in smaller areas where space is a concern, such as back splashes in kitchens, small columns, fireplaces and outdoor sitting walls.

**Eastern Blend Ledge with 10% mosaic**

- **Thickness:** 3/4”± to 13/4”±
- **Length:** 4”± to 16”±
- **Height:** 1”± to 5”±
- **Coverage per Pallet (Avg):** 100 sq. ft. per pallet
- **Packed Weight:** 1,300 lb
- **Approx. lbs per sq. ft.:** 11-13 lbs

- **black bear**
- **chapman ridge ledge**
- **colonial spruce**
- **colonial tan**
- **continental**
- **cronwell**
- **eastern blend**
- **independence**
- **knox**
- **north creek**
- **old yorks edge ledge**
- **putnam ledge**
- **salem dark**
- **susquehanna**
- **taconic blend**
- **tower hill**
- **valley forge**
- **yorktown**

**LEDGE**
CT Fieldstone Rounds

River Rounds

CT Fieldstone Mosaic

Old Yankee Ledge

River Rounds

CT Fieldstone Mosaic Ledge Blend

Chapman Ridge Mosaic Ledge Blend

**Thickness:** 3/4” to 1 3/4”

**Length:** 4” to 16”

**Height:** 1” to 5”

**Coverage per Pallet (Avg):** 100 sq. ft. per pallet

**Packed Weight:** 1,300 lb

**Approx. lbs per sq. ft.:** 11-13 lbs
The Liberty Collection is a variety of specially curated imported materials that offers a wide selection of unique and beautiful veneer products. Stackstone, Slimline, and Veneer stone adds an elegant and architectural flair to both residential and commercial projects.

We choose this Newburyport, Massachusetts home as a project showcase, highlighting one of our new natural thin stone options, Valley Forge. Our Valley Forge is a naturally color blended stone, harvested out of Connecticut’s hills. Its dark to light grays with occasional earth tones embody a range of elegant colors on this stunning outside kitchen element. The craftsmanship and stone placement represent quality New England work!
Our world renowned Stackstone panels provide exceptional quality in a wide range of colors and finishes. These panels, made from the highest quality materials, are engineered for easy and reliable application, and are durable in the most extreme climates. Our Stackstone panels are perfectly suited for interior and exterior application in commercial or residential spaces.
Our Slimline products are some of the most exciting and innovative natural stone products available today. With an average thickness of just 2mm, these unique sheets of natural stone can transform any mundane surface into an exciting and eye-catching showcase.

Slimline is perfectly suited for interior and exterior application in commercial or residential spaces.
**Granite and Limestone**

**Available Finishes**

- Rock Face
- Chamfer/Beveled Edge (up to 1”)
- Thermal
- Bull Nose
- Honed
- Bull Nose
- Smooth
- Pencil Edge
- Sandblasted
- Drip Edge
- Sawn
- Eased Edge
- Bush Hammered
- Indiana Limestone Silver Standard Buff Sandblasted

**Accessories**

- Sills
- Water Table
- Wall Caps
- Column Caps
- Pattern Paver
- Treads and Risers
- Window/Door Surrounds
- Dimensional Panels
- Key Stones
- Quoins
- Railings
- Balustrades
- Custom Steps or Steppers
- Posts

**Stone Selections**

- Indiana Limestone
  - Standard Buff
- Deer Isle Flamed
- Deer Isle Honed
- Caledonia Flamed
- Caledonia Honed
- Indiana Limestone Silver Standard Buff Honed
- Indiana Limestone Sandblasted
- Indiana Limestone Hammered
- Indiana Limestone Silver Standard Buff Sandblasted
- Revolutionstone.com
Our state of the art stone fabrication facility is where we bring raw quarry stone in and transform it to your exact specification. Whether matching historic structural or decorative stonework, or bringing to life the most intricately drafted design element for your new construction — Revolution Stone has the technology to bring your work to life.

The Facility is equipped with multiple CNC work centers run by CAD/CAM software. This allows us to import your exact measurements from a drawing of what will be made out of stone. Our CNC Machines include straight line profiling saws, a 3 Axis fabrication center, and a 5 Axis CNC saw.

If you have the idea, we can produce it here— from intricate profiles on sills and water tables, to custom exterior countertops, hearths and mantles, to lintels, column caps and coping, our fabrication division is comprised of some of the best skilled stone finishers in the business, keeping watch over every detail.

Visit Revolutionstone.com for more information about our products and capabilities.
Our Architectural division is our proudest department here at Revolution Stone, introducing both durability and versatility on some of our cities’ most prized new and historical buildings. From start to finish, we execute complete transformations of raw material into some of the elegant stone carved structures we see today. Our technology allows us to fine tune the smallest details in stone carvings when undergoing any restoration work in our nations’ historical settings. We strive to be the East Coast’s industry leader by providing top quality finished products in limestone, sandstone and granites from around the United States and Canada.